
Golf's New World Ranking (NWR) -  PGA Tour Performance Based World Ranking

Proposed New World Golf Ranking…to more accurately measure accomplishments of World's Best Players and predictions for future
Proposed New World Ranking measures what is important to players…making cuts, wins, Majors, and $ earned career and last 2 years 

OWGR Current Official World Golf Ranking as of end December 2013 for comparison
NWR New World Ranking is sum of individual rankings in 6 key green highlight rankings described below.

 -NWR measures rankings in Wins, Majors, Cuts made, Earnings per start, win %, Recent Wins, and OWGR.
60% based on sum of rankings in career winning %, plus last 2 years wins and money won/event 
40% based on sum of rankings in adjusted career wins (Major=4 wins), career average $/event, and career cut made %

Key Perf. A CW=Total Career Official PGA Tour Wins. 
Rankings B MW=Total Career Major Wins. 

C AW=Total Adjusted Career Wins, counting Major same as 4 PGA tour wins. 
D Percent of Cuts Made over entire career.  
E Average earnings per career start.  
F Win percent over entire career.  
G Clutch percentage is % wins vs. top 10.  Shows no predictive relationship between top 10's and wins. Huge disparity. 
H PGA Tour wins over last 2 years to put extra focus on recent accomplishments.
I Average earnings per start over the last 2 years to put extra focus on recent accomplishments.

yellow highlight areas are the areas where a player is at best of best level for career or past 2 years

Hypothesis: Current World Ranking measures several statistics that are not really relevant to the goals and accomplishments of great players
Other huge problem w OWGR is weight of global events, and since top 50 type players play enough events on PGA Tour, NWR just measures that.
Top 10 performance is much better captured in $ per event which weighs event vs event and also assigns priority to higher top 10 finishes.
Top 10 performance a terrible indicator of wins or overall performance as seen in clutch factor.
Tour Players enter every week with 3 goals. First win is to make the cut.  Second win is to win event.  Third win is total $ won. 
Best way to measure those 3 key goals are the ones captured here, then ranked, over career and last 2 years.

Key Findings:
This New World Ranking moves like a cruise ship, but ranking players this way will always find world's truly best players at top
Tiger Woods would be on top of this ranking if you went back in time for past 10 years, would have never left #1
Ernie Els would have been top 10 in this ranking prior to winning British Open, so should have been no surprise
Phil Mickelson would have been top 3 in this ranking prior to winning British Open, so should have been no surprise
Clutch factor or closing % is perfect indicator of why top 10's are irrelevant performance indicator. 

Tiger, Phil, Rory, and DJ win over 20% of their top 10's.  Tiger wins 43% of his top 10's!
Jason Day wins only 3% of his top 10's and Lee Westwood, Ian Poulter, and Luke Donald under 8%.

  Only 4 players measured here have played in fewer than 100 career events on the PGA Tour

Idea: include wins, $/event past 2 years from any other global event where minimum of 15 players from world top 100 (using NWR) play


